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Airshow reflects Singapore’s position as major aerospace player
The Republic is fast becoming the top player in Asia Pacific’s aviation and
aerospace industry, with a growing number of companies setting up shop
here to leverage on its robust infrastructure and talent pool. And as
Singapore kick-starts its biggest airshow yet this week, a strong global
interest in Asia’s growth opportunities should further cement its status as a
regional hub. Read more

Singapore’s aviation hub status likely to grow: Rolls-Royce
The Republic’s status as an aviation hub is likely to be enhanced as more companies will want to tap into the
expanding aerospace ecosystem here, according to Rolls-Royce’s Regional Director for Southeast Asia and
the Pacific Jonathan Asherson. Mr Asherson said the company had benefited from the country’s talent pool,
infrastructure and geographical location as it ramped up its maintenance and manufacturing presence here,
and other businesses will want to follow suit. Read more

Indonesia defends naming navy ship after “bombers”
Despite Singapore raising concerns over its naming of a navy ship after
two of its marines who had bombed MacDonald’s House in Singapore in
1965, the Indonesian government insists that it has the right to do so, and
dismissed the concerns raised by Singapore. Indonesia had decided to
name a patrol vessel – Usman Harun – after the country’s national
heroes, Usman bin Haji Muhammad Ali and Harun bin Said, who were
later executed (in 1968) for the 1965 MacDonald House bombing in
Singapore. Read more

U.S. Bans All Liquids From Carry-Ons on Flights to Russia
The U.S. is banning all liquids, gels and aerosols in carry-on luggage on
flights between the U.S. and Russia, tightening security a day before the
Winter Olympics open in Sochi. The new restrictions follow yesterday’s
advisory from the U.S. government that warned airlines of the possibility
that terrorists might hide bomb-making material in toothpaste tubes that
could be assembled into an explosive device during the flight or later.
Read more

Sevens lifejacket report prompts aircraft check
Reports of Sevens-goers wearing aviation-style lifejackets similar to the ones
used by Jetstar caused the company to check all its planes as a precautionary
measure. The company received a report of people dressed up for the Sevens
rugby tournament in Wellington possibly wearing the lifejackets over the
weekend. A spokesman for the airline says the lifejackets the company uses
aren't branded and a precautionary check of aircraft travelling through
Wellington found none of the floatation devices missing. Read more
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Napolitano plays down US fears over Sochi Olympic Games security
Janet Napolitano, the leader of the US delegation at the Sochi Winter
Olympics, on Sunday tried to draw a line under domestic criticism of
the Games by defending Russian security and saying gay athletes
appeared to be welcome. The former secretary of homeland security
played down concerns over terror threats, heavy-handed security and
state-sanctioned homophobia in an upbeat assessment which
contrasted with sniping from some US politicians and media
organisations. Read more

A convicted terrorist has exposed security gaps at Sydney airport after
boarding a flight to Syria on his brother’s passport
Australian officials yesterday blamed a "fairly major breakdown" in border security
for the reported escape of a convicted terrorist through Sydney Airport to join the
conflict in Syria. New South Wales state Premier Barry O'Farrell expressed
concern after media reports that Khaled Sharrouf, who served almost four years in
jail after pleading guilty to a 2005 conspiracy to attack Sydney, had fled. Media
reports said Sharrouf boarded a flight to Malaysia at Sydney Airport in December using his brother's passport
and was now believed to be in Syria. Read more

China, Afghanistan agree to further promote ties
Before the opening ceremony of the Games, Chinese President
Xi Jinping met with his Afghan counterpart, Hamid Karzai, in an
effort to boost ties between the two nations. They pledged to
strengthen cooperation in the fields of security, economy and
politics. Border security is of great significance to both China and
Afghanistan. And, the anti-terrorism effort in China’s western
areas makes cooperation with Afghanistan even more important.
Video Report

Lisbon Airport unifies manual and automated border control processes
The Portuguese Immigration and Borders Service (SEF) has installed
35 of Vision-Box’s document readers for manual border control to unify
the border processes at Lisbon Airport. The installation of the new
readers has allowed for the integration of the manual and automated
border control systems under a single platform. This will allow SEF
agents at the manual border control booths to monitor and deal with
passengers who are referred to them by the automated border control egates. Read more

Gold smugglers turn creative to beat law
Gold melted into seed-shaped chips and hidden in dates coming from
Dubai, bars broken into granules and mixed with other metals to make it
look like ore, belts with one kg gold buckles and torches carrying gold
batteries. As gold smuggling reaches unprecedented high and authorities
crack down, smugglers are devising ever-new ways to bring in the yellow
metal. Read more
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